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Sang celebrates self-deprecation and negative emotions, its followers catapulted the unlikely and unenthusiastic singer to the finale of a Chinese boy band show.
Sang culture: how a reluctant Russian singer became the hero of young pessimists across China
China is set to launch a special exhibition to display a cluster of precious collections from the museums and art institutions across the country in celebration of the International Museum Day on May ...
China to host special exhibition to mark International Museum Day 2021
She was a pivotal figure in medieval China; her rule and policies had considerable impact on social, political, and cultural developments in the T’ang dynasty. Most remarkably, she was the only female ...
Imperial Rulership and Cultural Change in Traditional China
It might seem odd to find humor in an out-of-control Chinese rocket that slammed into Earth, but welcome to the internet. Debris from the discarded body of a Chinese Long March 5B rocket reentered ...
Chinese rocket crashes to Earth, brings payload of jokes and memes
The government has been using its money and power to create an alternative to a global news media dominated by outlets like the BBC and CNN.
When Covid Hit, China Was Ready to Tell Its Version of the Story
Writers sharing their experiences of the coronavirus pandemic or expressing views on their cultural heritage are at increased risk in China, which accounts for nearly one-third of all the 273 writers, ...
In China, Writing About Pandemic, Cultural Heritage Can Get You Arrested
Chinese State Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi said on May 8 that China is ready to push forward a steadier and healthier development of China-Belgium relations from a new historical starting ...
China ready to promote steadier, healthier development of relations with Belgium
Being kicked out of a reality TV show might not be something to celebrate, but for one Russian man it was a dream come true - and the latest twist in his unlikely journey to becoming an icon for ...
Lelush: How a sulky Russian model became China's slacker icon
As state control of private life in China has loosened since 1980, citizens have experienced an unprecedented family revolution-an overhaul of family ...
Family Revolution: Marital Strife in Contemporary Chinese Literature and Visual Culture
China will continue to support Belgium, Suriname and Sudan in fighting the COVID-19 pandemic, Chinese State Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi said on Saturday.
China to enhance COVID-19 cooperation with Belgium, Suriname, Sudan China to enhance COVID-19 cooperation with Belgium, Suriname, Sudan
After China directed Inner Mongolian schools to teach in Mandarin, Mongolia redoubled efforts to revive the national script.
Mongolians Fight to Preserve a Key Part of Cultural Heritage
In a period of rampant anti-Asian hate crimes and global racism, it is important to recognize the powers and dangers of stan culture in an anti-racist movement. Reflecting on my experiences growing up ...
The power and danger of ‘stan’ culture in an anti-racist movement
Video content will take participants on a journey through the mountains of Dongting during harvest season for Biluochun, one of China's most prized teas ...
Tip A Cup To Suzhou's Tea Culture Virtually As Part Of #SecretsOfSuzhou Social Media Program
We see how, in turn, the official strategies of the state deal with this perceived social disorder and how the street ... deviant and often compliant aspect of the economic, political and cultural ...
Streetlife China
When the Financial Times reported that China is set to announce its first population decline since the famine that accompanied Mao Zedong’s Great Leap Forward, Chinese authorities rushed to dispel the ...
Population Isn’t All That China Loses with Its One-Child Policy
In fact, Xi Jinping, in his quest for power, has stepped up China’s assault on human rights and social justice. The recent incarceration of pro-democracy leaders in Hong Kong, and Beijing’s attempt to ...
James Levey: China’s great traditions and the quest for liberalism
Cancel culture in the U.S. might not be as far advanced as China’s social credit system, but it has a similar aim – ensuring conformity to one ideology. Unlike moderate liberals of earlier ...
Rep. Mark Green: Cancel culture eerily similar to Communist China playbook to control its people
The Bioanalytical Testing Services Market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 6.82% and is poised to reach US$XX Billion by 2027 as compared to US$XX Billion in 2020. The factors leading to this ...
Bioanalytical Testing Services Market to Register Stunning Growth | Players –Lotus Labs Pvt. Ltd. (India), and LGS Limited (UK).
Along with several other elite Beijing institutions, Tsinghua is one of China's top universities ... disrupted by the Cultural Revolution, a decade of bloody political and social upheaval ...
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